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Abstract—This paper describes the long-term performance
of White Rabbit (WR) based time and frequency transfer
in the systems deployed at CERN and Gran Sasso National
Laboratory. WR is a new technology based on IEEE 15882008 and Synchronous Ethernet which allows for sub-nanosecond
accuracy and picosecond precision of synchronization in an
Ethernet-based network. The first installation of WR is used in
the CERN Neutrino to Gran Sasso (CNGS) project to transfer
the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) from a Global Positioning
System (GPS) receiver to the underground extraction/detection
points. The data collected during the system operation is used
to evaluate its performance. Additionally, the performance in
varying temperature conditions is verified with tests in a climatic
chamber. We evaluate time transfer by measuring the offset
between the time reference and the time receiver (WR Node). The
stability of the transfered frequency is evaluated by analyzing the
Allan Deviation (ADEV) and the Maximum Time Interval Error
(MTIE).

I. I NTRODUCTION
White Rabbit (WR) [1] is a technology based on existing
standards, namely Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) [2], Synchronous
Ethernet (SyncE) [3] and IEEE 1588 (PTP) [4], which enables
sub-nanosecond synchronization of thousands of devices connected in a network spanning several kilometers. In addition
to high-accuracy timing capabilities, a WR network features
low-latency, reliable and deterministic data delivery [5].
Sub-nanosecond accuracy and picosecond precision (jitter)
of time distribution in a WR network is achieved by both
extending and hardware-supporting PTP to address its limitations. The WR extension to PTP is called WRPTP. It is
defined in the form of a PTP Profile [6] and described in the
WR Specification [7]. WRPTP uses SyncE to distribute the
common notion of frequency in the entire network over the
physical medium. By having hardware syntonization it casts
the problem of timestamping into a phase detection measurement using Digital Dual Mixer Time Difference (DDMTD)
[8][9]. The results of these precise measurements are used
both during normal PTP operation and for quantifying physical
medium asymmetry during the calibration phase [10].
WR, originally started as a successor of the current control
and timing network at CERN (General Machine Timing) [11],
is now a multi-laboratory and multi-company effort with many
potential scientific and commercial applications. Apart from
the application for accelerators (i.e.: CERN [9], GSI [12]),

Fig. 1. Schematic of the OPERA timing system at LNGS. Blue delays
include elements of the timestamp distribution. Green delays indicate detector
time-response. Orange boxes refer to elements of the old CNGS-OPERA
synchronization system ([16]). WR Switches, SPECs and PolaRx4e are the
elements of the new installation.

WR is also considered a good candidate as a synchronization and acquisition system for cosmic particle detectors
(e.g.: LHAASO [13], KM3NeT [14]) or long distance time
transfer systems [15]. Time transfer in the CERN Neutrinos
to Gran Sasso (CNGS) project is the first application for which
WR is deployed.
In this paper we describe the CNGS project (Section II)
focusing on the WR installation, monitoring and test setups
(Section III). Then we analyze the collected data in Section IV
and finish with conclusions in Section V.
II. CERN N EUTRINOS

TO

G RAN S ASSO (CNGS)

The CNGS project [17] consists of the production of a
neutrino beam at CERN and sending it towards the Gran
Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS). The project employs
a GPS-based CERN-LNGS synchronization [18] to enable
discrimination in LNGS detectors between neutrinos coming
from the Sun (or other sources) and those coming from the

CNGS beam. The need for nanosecond accuracy between the
GPS receivers located at CERN and LNGS is only a part of
the CERN-LNGS time transfer challenge. Moreover, a similar
degree of accuracy needs to be established in calibrating
cabling lengths and device delays between the GPS receivers
and the points where the measurements are actually taken.
A common UTC timebase for both remote sites has been
achieved so far using two identical systems, composed of a
Septentrio PolaRx2e [19] GPS receiver operating in “commonview” mode and a Symmetricom Cs4000 [20] Cesium (Cs)
atomic clock, installed at CERN and LNGS. The nanosecond
level of accuracy of this setup has been successfully verified
by independent measurements [16].
The synchronization between the UTC timebase at the GPS
receiver and the measurement point has been performed so far
using the General Machine Timing at CERN and the detector
timing system (e.g OPERA’s) at LNGS. High accuracy in these
systems is achieved by hand-evaluating delays introduced by
each element of the timing systems at CERN and LNGS using
the methods described in [16] and [18]. Fig. 1 depicts the
synchronization of the OPERA [16] detector (orange and blue
boxes) and the delays introduced by each of its elements.
Additionally to the system described above and used since
2009, a new WR-based system (Fig. 2) was installed at CERN
and LNGS in May 2012. This new installation unified the
entire CERN-LNGS time transfer chain (so far it had been
identical only from GPS to GPS). Its purpose is to verify the
performance of the old installation and further enhance the
accuracy of the CERN-LNGS time transfer.
III. WR

DEPLOYMENT, MONITORING AND TEST SETUPS

A. White Rabbit in CNGS
White Rabbit is used to transfer the UTC timebase from the
GPS receiver to the measurement point automatically compensating any cable delays and their variation with temperature.
A WR setup, both at CERN and LNGS (Fig. 2), consists
of WR Switches (switches [21]) and WR Nodes (nodes)
connected with single mode fiber (G.652.B type [22]). The
node is a Simple PCIe1 FMC2 carrier (SPEC) [23] equipped
with a Fine Delay FMC module [24] which is used as a
Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC). The TDC time-tags input
signals with 28 ps resolution, 55 ps precision (std. dev) and
300 ps accuracy [24] with reference to the WR-provided UTC
timebase.
A switch connected to an external time reference (i.e. the
switch in the WR Room in Fig. 2 connected to PPS and
10 MHz inputs) acts as a PTP grandmaster. A switch connected to the grandmaster (directly or through other switches)
acts as a PTP boundary clock (transparent clocks are not supported by WRPTP) and provides a PPS output synchronized
to that of the grandmaster (i.e. the switch in LNGS cavern
in Fig. 2). A node is a PTP ordinary clock. The nodes used
(SPEC with Fine Delay FMC module) have the capability of
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Fig. 2. White Rabbit based synchronization system in Gran Sasso National
Laboratory (LNGS).

precisely timestamping input signals in the WR-provided UTC
domain. Therefore, an input signal to a SPEC card connected
to any switch of the WR network can be time-tagged with very
high accuracy and precision with respect to the time source
connected to the grandmaster switch. This capability is used
in the CNGS time transfer.
In the new WR installation (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), a common
UTC timebase for both remote sites is achieved using two
identical systems, composed of a Septentrio PolaRx4TR [25]
GPS receiver operating in “common-view” mode and a Symmetricom Cs4000 [20] Cs atomic clock, installed at CERN
and LNGS. The Cs atomic clock is a common part of the new
and the old time transfer systems.
Fig. 2 details the WR setup in LNGS. The Septentrio
PolaRx4TR accepts the GPS signal and the high stability
CS4000 10 MHz signal to generate a timebase whose offset
with respect to the GPS time can be derived a posteriori with
very good accuracy. The 10 MHz signal of the Cs atomic clock
(CS4000, installed in the Router Room) is connected (through
a fanout) to the grandmaster switch. Thus, the timebase of the
WR network is that of the Cs atomic clock, which in turn, can
be directly translated to the GPS timebase. The grandmaster in
the White Rabbit Room is connected through 8.3 km of fiber to
the switch installed in the laboratory cavern. This switch serves
as a fanout for the nodes (SPECs) used in different LNGS
experiments (i.e. LVD, OPERA, Borexino and ICARUS) as
depicted in Fig. 2. It is foreseen to extend this very simple

TABLE I
A NALYZED TIMESTAMPS – RAW DATA

network with more switches, possibly one for each experiment.
B. Monitoring setup

Aside from monitoring the performance and parameters of
the deployed system, a similar setup was tested in a CTS
Climatic Chamber (Type T-40/500) to determine influence of
the temperature variation on the synchronization performance.
In this setup, a switch acting as a free running grandmaster
was connected through 11 km of fiber to another switch acting
as a boundary clock. One SPEC (called local) was connected
through 10 m of fiber to the grandmaster switch. Another
SPEC (called loopback) was connected to the boundary clock
switch through 5 km of fiber. The boundary clock was
connected to the grandmaster switch through 11 km of fiber.
The skews between the clock of the grandmaster switch and
that of the boundary clock switch, the local SPEC and the
loopback SPEC were measured using LeCroy WavePro 7300A
oscilloscope. Monitoring the skew of the recovered clocks
(unlike timestamping the PPS reference) allows to evaluate
the performance of the WR-timebase without additional jitter
or inaccuracy introduced by a system using the WR-timebase
(i.e. TDC on the Fine Delay).
Different elements of the described setup were placed in
the climatic chamber while the rest of the setup was placed
in a reasonably stable conditions of the laboratory (ambient
temperature of 26±1.5 degrees Celsius).
A temperature cycle consisted of ramping the temperature
from 20 to 50 degrees, stabilizing at 50 degrees, ramping down
to 0 degrees, stabilizing at 0 degrees and ramping up back to
20 degrees.
IV. DATA A NALYSIS
A. Basic parameters of the deployed WR-based system
The analyzed data consists of two sets of 2706160
timestamps collected over an undisturbed system run of
31 days, 7 hours, 42 minutes and 40 seconds (Fri, 18 May
2012 22:38:53 GMT to Tue, 19 Jun 2012 06:21:33 GMT).

Loopback PPS
UTC
nanoseconds
1337380733
999999885.500
1337380734
999999885.285
1337380735
999999885.338
1337380736
999999885.420
..
..
1340086893
999999885.258

TABLE II
T IME E RRORS (TE S )
xlo
[ns]
0.043
-0.172
-0.119
-0.037
...
-0.037

1
2
3
4
...
2706160
8
5

C. Temperature test setup
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The timing performance of the WR installations is carefully
monitored. The PPS output of the grandmaster’s time source is
timestamped by two SPECs (Fig. 2). One of the SPECs (called
local SPEC) is connected (through a short fiber) directly to the
grandmaster switch (in WR Room), thus time-tagging the time
source’s PPS in the time referenced to the grandmaster. The
second SPEC (called loopback SPEC) is connected through
8.3 km of fiber to the second switch (located in the cavern),
thus time-tagging the time source’s PPS in the time referenced
to the first-layer switch (boundary clock). This SPEC acts as
a system loopback which provides an estimate of the quality
of the time transfer to the SPECs used to time-tag the input
signals in each experiment. The total distance of the loopback
is over 16 km (grandmaster → boundary clock → SPEC).
The temperature in the WR Room (in which the SPECs and
the grandmaster switch are installed) as well as the temperatures of the SPECs and Fine Delay modules are monitored.

Local PPS
UTC
nanoseconds
1337380733
999999885.959
1337380734
999999886.014
1337380735
999999885.934
1337380736
999999885.906
...
..
1340086893
999999885.879

xlb
[ns]
-0.015
0.040
-0.040
-0.067
...
0.0671

xdif f
[ns]
0.459
0.729
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xdif f −of f set
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Fig. 3. A histogram of the difference between timestamps acquired by the
two SPECs (xdif f ) which reflects system’s performance.

The data was logged by the two SPECs (local and loopback)
which used Fine Delay modules for timestamping the PPS
reference signal (Fig. 2). An extract from the timestamp logs is
presented in Table I. A visual inspection of the raw data shows
a constant offset with respect to the reference PPS edge which
occurs at 0 nanoseconds. This offset can be attributed to the
different lengths of the cables connecting the reference PPS
outputs to the inputs of the SPECs and that of the grandmaster
switch as well as the internal delays of the switch locking to
the reference PPS and the 10 MHz clock.
The values of the Time Error (TE) were derived from the
raw data by calculating the difference between a timestamp
and an ideal PPS (occurring at 0 nanoseconds) and removing
the average offset. The TEs for the local and loopback SPEC
measurements are denoted xlo and xlb respectively (Table II).
The performance of the system (two switches, two fiber links
of 8.3 km each and two SPECs) can be characterized by
calculating the difference (TE) between the corresponding
timestamps from both SPECs, denoted xdif f (Table II). The
value of xdif f with the average offset removed is denoted
xdif f −of f set .
Fig. 3 presents a histogram of xdif f distribution. The
average value of xdif f marks the accuracy of the system and
amounts to 0.517 ns while the standard deviation of xdif f
reflects its precision which is 0.119 ns. It is important to
remember that these values include timestamping inaccuracy

Fig. 5.
Fig. 4.

Maximum Time Interval Error (MTIE).

Overlapping Allan Deviation.

of the Fine Delay [24] module (i.e. std. dev of 55 ps). The
standard deviations calculated for xlo and xlb are 0.129 ns and
0.125 ns respectively.
The Overlapping Allan Deviation calculated from the collected data is presented in Fig. 4. The plot indicates White or
Flicker PM Noise.
The Maximum Time Interval Error (MTIE) of xlo , xlb
and xdif f −of f set was calculated for windows of Ntau = 2k
samples (k=1,2,3,...,21) and a window of the entire set of
2706160 samples. An optimized algorithm for MTIE computation, called boundaries decision method [26], was used to
process the considerable number of samples in a reasonable
time. The obtained MTIEs, depicted in Fig. 5, indicate that
the peak time deviations of the measured PPS signals (blue
and green) are less than 1.15ns. However, the peak deviation
between the two PPS measurements (blue) is smaller by 100ps
(below 1.05 ns). It is important to mention that out of over
2 millions measurements, only 9 values of xdif f −of f set , 25
values of xlo and 146 values of xlb exceeded the ±0.5 ns
range. This constitutes 0.0003%, 0.0009% and 0.005% of
the collected data respectively. The fact that the MTIE of
xdif f −of f set is lower than the MTIEs of xlo and xlb might
indicate external factor(s) affecting the entire system (thus
removed with differential measurement) such as temperature
fluctuation.
B. Influence of temperature on the deployed WR-based system
The temperature in the WR Room (Fig. 2), where the
grandmaster switch and two monitoring SPECs are located,
was logged over a substantial part of the system run (Fri, 25
May 2012 14:00:00 GMT to Tue, 19 Jun 2012 06:00:00 GMT).
This temperature changed by 3.5 degrees Celsius over 25 days
of observation time and a fraction of a degree on a daily
basis, as depicted in Fig. 6 (upper plot). The blue sinusoid
in the plots of Fig. 6 represents day-night cycles where the
maximum indicates 12:00 (local time) and minimum indicates
00:00 (local time). The lower plot of Fig. 6 shows differential
TE values (xdif f ) which do not reveal noticeable changes with
temperature.

Fig. 6.

Time Error versus temperature in WR Room.

Application of a 30 minutes-based averaging filter and
smoothing of the raw data (xdif f , xlo and xlb ) enables
to observe (Fig. 7, lower plot) a clear correlation between
fluctuation of both SPECs’ timestamps. The red line in Fig. 7
(lower plot) shows fluctuation of timestamps measured by the
local SPEC (xlo ) while the blue line shows the fluctuation of
the timestamps measured by the loopback SPEC (xlb ). Both
lines are correlated with a changing offset (xdif f ) marked with
the black line. For clarity, WR Room temperature is depicted
in the upper plot of the figure. The long-term oscillation of
the differential TE (xdif f in black) is not correlated with
the temperature in the WR Room as the temperature keeps
increasing while the xdif f does not keep decreasing. Fig. 7
might indicate two sources of TE (xlo and xlb ) fluctuation:
(1) fluctuation of the entire WR-timebase with respect to the
reference PPS or (2) similar error introduced by the Fine
Delay modules placed in the same location due to similar
temperature variations. The temperature monitored on the
Fine Delay modules is stable to within 1 degree Celsius.
Therefore, the observed simultaneous fluctuation of both SPEC
measurements is most probably attributed to a factor not
related with WR network (e.g. 10 MHz Fanout, Fig. 2).
C. Influence of temperature on the WR-timebase
The temperature of the described and monitored WR-based
system in LNGS is very stable. The temperature of the WR
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Fig. 7. Time Error (after applying 30 min average filter and smoothing)
versus temperature in WR Room.
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Room shows small long-term drift of 3.5 degree Celsius. The
boundary clock switch is installed in a cavern in the heart
of a mountain and its temperature is supposedly considerably
stable, though no temperature measurement is available. The
fluctuation of the fiber’s temperature is estimated at around
0.4 degrees Celsius.
However, the SPEC cards used by the different LNGS
experiments (Fig. 2) might be subject to varying temperature.
Furthermore, in many of the future applications of WR-based
systems (e.g. HiSCORE-EA at the Tunka in Siberia [27] or
LHAASO in Tibet [13]) the nodes will be subject to a wide
range of temperatures while the switches will be in reasonably
stable temperature conditions.
Therefore, in order to discriminate the influence of varying
temperature conditions of a WR Node (i.e. SPEC) on the WRtimebase quality, a similar setup to the one deployed in LNGS
was tested in a climatic chamber (described in Section III-C).
The following parameters were monitored:
•
•

Temperature in the climatic chamber
Temperature on each SPEC
Skew between the clock of the grandmaster switch (time
reference) and the clocks recovered on each SPEC

Firstly, the performance of the system was evaluated in
a temperature-stabilized conditions of 20 degrees Celsius.
The measured system parameters are depicted in the column
TEST 1 of Table III and in Fig. 8.
Secondly, both SPECs were placed in the climatic chamber
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Fig. 8. TEST 1: parameters of the system in constant temperature (20 degrees
Celsius).
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Fig. 9. TEST 2: system performance when changing temperature of both
SPECs.

while the rest of the setup (i.e. two switches and fibers) were
kept in the ambient temperature of the laboratory (26±1.5 degrees Celsius). The test consisted of a single temperature cycle
(described in Section III-C) of 145 minutes. The measured
system parameters are depicted in the column TEST 2 of
Table III and in Fig. 9. The chamber’s temperature (blue in the
upper plot of Fig. 9) as well as the SPEC’s temperature (red)
changed peak-to-peak 45 degrees Celsius. A fluctuation of the
skew measured on the local SPEC, depicted in the second
plot in Fig. 9, is directly correlated with the temperature
variation. This is due to the fact that the values of fixed
delays (introduced by tx/rx hardware) compensated by the
WRPTP protocol are assumed to be constant. This assumption
holds for small temperature variation but introduces additional inaccuracy of synchronization over large temperature
changes. The skew of the loopback SPEC (Fig. 9) is not
directly correlated with the temperature. However, it should be
pointed out that the skew is measured between the loopback
SPEC and the grandmaster switch connected through another
switch and a total of over 16 km of fiber. Therefore, what
is observed in the plot is an addition of the temperature-

TABLE III
M EASURED PARAMETERS OF WR SYSTEM DURING TEMPERATURE TESTS

local SPEC skew sdev [ps]
loopback SPEC skew sdev [ps]
local SPEC MTIE [ps]
looback SPEC MTIE [ps]

TEST 1
17
19
≤203
≤184

TEST 2
55
36
≤342
≤289

induced fluctuation and a jitter introduced by the system
(not related with temperature). Importantly, the degradation
of the synchronization performance (depicted in MTIE plot in
Fig. 9) over a considerable range of temperatures is reasonably
small and does not prevent the system from providing a subnanosecond synchronization accuracy and precision in the
order of tens of picoseconds.
Moreover, the clearly linear dependency between the variation of the temperature and that of the hardware delays
can be easily compensated e.g. by providing a model of
delays changes and applying their different values based on
the temperature measurement from the SPEC’s (or switch’s)
thermometer.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper the first deployment of a “beta version” of
a White Rabbit system is described. The deployed system includes a WR Network (consisting of switches) interconnecting
WR Nodes.
The results indicate that a system based on the White Rabbit
technology is capable of providing nanosecond accuracy of
synchronization over large distances (i.e. over 16 km). The
measured accuracy of the deployed system is 0.517 ns and the
precision is 0.119 ns. The calculated MTIE is below 1.05 ns
with only 0.0003% of values exceeding the ±0.5 ns range. The
WR-timebase guarantees sub-nanosecond accuracy and tens of
picoseconds precision of the distributed time and frequency
reference regardless of the changing temperature conditions.
The standard deviation of the skew measured between the
time reference (grandmaster) and the nodes (over a peak-topeak 45 degrees Celsius temperature range) is 55 ps while
the MTIE is below 342 ps. The temperature tests indicate that
the acceptable influence of the temperature variation of WR
devices on the quality of synchronization can be easily reduced
by compensating temperature-induced changes of the hardware
delays. Such a compensation should be considered in future
developments of the WR technology.
The high accuracy and precision time transfer over an
Ethernet-based WR Network has many potential applications.
Precise time-tagging of the input events using WR-provided
timebase is the first to be realized. Therefore, the described
deployment marks an important milestone in the White Rabbit
Project – proof-of-concept technology becomes a working
solution. This solution is about to be commercially available
while sustaining its openness (open hardware and open software).
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